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LIFETIME RISK OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

Lifetime risk is the probability that someone of a given 

age will develop a condition during his or her remaining 

lifespan. Data from the Framingham Study were used to 

estimate lifetime risks of Alzheimer’s disease by age 

 As shown in Figure 3, the study found 

that the estimated lifetime risk for Alzheimer’s 

 

TRENDS IN THE PREVALENCE AND INCIDENCE OF 
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

A growing number of studies indicate that the 

countries may have declined in the past 25 years,  

These declines have largely 

been attributed to increasing levels of education and 

improved control of cardiovascular risk factors.  

Such findings are promising and suggest that 

identifying and reducing risk factors for Alzheimer’s and 

other dementias may be effective. Although these 

findings indicate that a person’s risk of dementia at any 

given age may be decreasing slightly, it should be noted 

that the total number of Americans with Alzheimer’s 

increase dramatically because of the population’s shift 

to older ages (see Looking to the Future). Thus, while 

these findings are promising, they are outweighed by 

the aging of the population, and the social and 

economic burden of Alzheimer’s and other dementias 

will continue to grow. 
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STATE-BY-STATE DEATHS FROM  
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

Table 3 provides information on the number of deaths 

due to Alzheimer’s by state in 2013, the most recent 

information was obtained from death certificates and 

the underlying cause of death. The table also 

provides annual mortality rates by state to compare 

the risk of death due to Alzheimer’s disease across 

states with varying population sizes and attributes. 

per 100,000 people.  

PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACT OF DEATHS  
FROM ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

Alzheimer’s is becoming a more common cause of 

decreased significantly, official records indicate that 

deaths from Alzheimer’s disease have increased 

while those attributed to the number one cause of 

 

(Figure 5).   The increase in the number and 

proportion of death certificates listing Alzheimer’s as 

patterns of reporting deaths on death certificates over 

time as well as an increase in the actual number of 

deaths attributable to Alzheimer’s. 
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Research News 

New C9ORF72 Antibodies Find Isoforms in Different Cellular
Locations

ADD TO MY ALZFORUM  2 COMMENTS

14#Aug#2015
The$protein$normally$comes$in$long$and$short$isoforms,$which$hang$out$in
the$cytoplasm$and$on$the$nuclear$envelope,$respectively.

Can Exercise Slow the Progression of Alzheimer’s Pathology?

ADD TO MY ALZFORUM

13#Aug#2015
Researchers$report$multiple$bene;its$of$aerobic$exercise$on$brain$function,$including$some$hints
it$could$slow$tau$pathology.

Exercise Boosts Cognition In Symptomatic Disease

ADD TO MY ALZFORUM

13#Aug#2015
At$the$right$intensity$and$treatment$duration,$aerobic$exercise$can$sharpen
thinking$skills$and$improve$brain$function$even$in$cognitively$impaired
people,$say$researchers.

Prion Stabilizers Boost Survival in Infected Mice—What About
Other Proteinopathies?
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12#Aug#2015
Polythiophene$compounds$stabilized$prions$and$prevented$them$from
spreading$through$the$brains$of$infected$mice.$Researchers$predicted$the
compounds$could$work$on$Aβ$and$tau,$too.

Aducanumab, Solanezumab, Gantenerumab Data Lift Crenezumab,
As Well

ADD TO MY ALZFORUM

10#Aug#2015
At$AAIC,$new$data$on$three$antiKAβ$antibodies$reinforced$a$sense$of$hope$that$Aβ
immunotherapy$may$yet$work$out.$Challenges$with$each$antibody$notwithstanding,$all$four
leading$candidates,$including$crenezumab,$are$now$in$Phase$3.

Does New Role for ALS-Linked Protein Help Explain
Neurodegeneration?

ADD TO MY ALZFORUM

08#Aug#2015
TDPK43$spots$and$expunges$"cryptic"$exons,$study$says.

New Data on Autosomal-Dominant Alzheimer’s Point to Early
Fissures in the Brain’s Microarchitecture

ADD TO MY ALZFORUM

07#Aug#2015
Tiny$injuries$to$capillaries$in$white$matter,$and$to$cells$in$gray$matter,$have
come$to$be$the$focus$of$new$imaging$measures$being$explored$in$early
presymptomatic$AD.

Alzheimer's Association International Conference 2015: ADAD
Family Conference
07#Aug#2015
100$DIAN$Family$Members$Gather$for$Their$First$International$Meeting$At$DIAN$Family$Meeting,
Funding$News$Caps$Talk$of$Inadequate$Services$Families$Challenge$DIAN$Scientists$to$Do$Even
More,$Faster$Throughout$the$;ive$days$of$the$2015$Alzheimer's$...



Social Issues

Too much TV could raise the risk of Alzheimer’s, study
suggests
By By Fredrick KunkleFredrick Kunkle   July 20July 20

It turns out that too much TV might damage your brain and also raise the risk of developing Alzheimer’s diseaseIt turns out that too much TV might damage your brain and also raise the risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease

— and that the effects could show up much sooner than previously believed, a new study suggests.— and that the effects could show up much sooner than previously believed, a new study suggests.

Researchers at the Northern California Institute for Research and Education in San Francisco who investigatedResearchers at the Northern California Institute for Research and Education in San Francisco who investigated

the association between sedentary lifestyles, cognitive performance and the risk of developing dementia foundthe association between sedentary lifestyles, cognitive performance and the risk of developing dementia found

that people who watched a lot of television — namely, four hours or more per day — scored significantly lower onthat people who watched a lot of television — namely, four hours or more per day — scored significantly lower on

measures of cognitive performance in middle age.measures of cognitive performance in middle age.

The study, which tracked people for 25 years beginning in young adulthood, found that people who also reportedThe study, which tracked people for 25 years beginning in young adulthood, found that people who also reported

low levels of physical activity performed worse on cognitive tests.low levels of physical activity performed worse on cognitive tests.

Kristine Yaffe, a professor of psychiatry, neurology and epidemiology at the University of California in SanKristine Yaffe, a professor of psychiatry, neurology and epidemiology at the University of California in San

Francisco, said the results have important implications for children and young adults, who are more than everFrancisco, said the results have important implications for children and young adults, who are more than ever

glued to the screens of electronic gadgets as part of a sedentary life at home and in the workplace.glued to the screens of electronic gadgets as part of a sedentary life at home and in the workplace.

[[Saliva seen as possible diagnostic tool for Alzheimer’s diseaseSaliva seen as possible diagnostic tool for Alzheimer’s disease]]

But Yaffe also said the research bears a hopeful message, too: It appears likely that people can lower their risk ofBut Yaffe also said the research bears a hopeful message, too: It appears likely that people can lower their risk of

later cognitive decline and perhaps developing dementia by changing their lifestyle.later cognitive decline and perhaps developing dementia by changing their lifestyle.

“This is something you can do something about,” Yaffe told reporters at a briefing early Monday at the annual“This is something you can do something about,” Yaffe told reporters at a briefing early Monday at the annual

Alzheimer’s Association International Conference in Washington.Alzheimer’s Association International Conference in Washington.

In a similar vein, a separate study presented Monday pointed to the risks of loneliness and social isolation.In a similar vein, a separate study presented Monday pointed to the risks of loneliness and social isolation.

The findings occur as shifting demographics are raising the median age in the United States and several otherThe findings occur as shifting demographics are raising the median age in the United States and several other

developing countries. More than 28 million baby boomers are projected to develop Alzheimer’s by 2050, anddeveloping countries. More than 28 million baby boomers are projected to develop Alzheimer’s by 2050, and

more than 5 million people are living with the disease now, according to the Alzheimer’s Association. The cost ofmore than 5 million people are living with the disease now, according to the Alzheimer’s Association. The cost of
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Growing evidence links sleep
problems, Alzheimer's

To sleep, perchance to... ward off Alzheimer's? New research suggests poor sleep
may increase people's risk of Alzheimer's disease, by spurring a brain-clogging
gunk that in turn further interrupts shut-eye.

Disrupted sleep may be one of the missing pieces in explaining how a hallmark of
Alzheimer's, a sticky protein called beta-amyloid, starts its damage long before
people have trouble with memory, researchers reported Monday at the
Alzheimer's Association International Conference.

"It's very clear that sleep disruption is an underappreciated factor," said Dr.
Matthew Walker of the University of California, Berkeley, who presented data
linking amyloid levels with people's sleep and memory performance. "It's a new
player on the scene that increases risk of Alzheimer's disease."

Sleep problems are treatable - and a key next
question is whether improving sleep can make a
difference in protecting seniors' brains.

"Sleep is a modifiable factor. It's a new treatment
target," Walker said.

Enough sleep is important for good health
generally - seven to eight hours a night are
recommended for adults. When it comes to the
brain, scientists have long known that people who
don't get enough have trouble learning and

focusing. And anyone who's cared for someone with dementia knows the nightly
wandering and other sleep disturbances that patients often suffer, long thought to
be a consequence of the dying brain cells.

All-natural tips for a better night's sleep
Alzheimer's disease: 7 things that raise your risk

The new research suggests that sleep problems actually interact with some of the
disease processes involved in Alzheimer's, and that those toxic proteins in turn
affect the deep sleep that's so important for memory formation.

"It may be a vicious cycle," said Dr. Miroslaw Mackiewicz of the National Institute
on Aging, who wasn't part of the new work.

Walker's team gave PET scans to 26 cognitively healthy volunteers in their 70s to
measure build-up of that gunky amyloid. They were given words to memorize, and
their brain waves were measured as they slept overnight.

The more amyloid people harbored in a particular brain region, the less deep sleep
they got - and the more they forgot overnight, Walker said. Their memories
weren't transferred properly from the brain's short-term memory bank into
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Get$help$now!
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BeneRits$of$Deep$Brain
Stimulation$for
Alzheimer’s

1$comment$·$5$days$ago

Detecting$Alzheimer’s
Decades$Early

2$comments$·$1$week$ago

How$Lifestyle$Changes
Can$Help$Reduce$the$Risk

had$been$diagnosed.

It’s$predicted$that$when$the$First$wave$of$baby$boomers$reach$the
age$of$85$in$2031,$more$than$3$million$people$over$the$age$of$85
will$have$Alzheimer’s.$In$addition$to$the$emotional$devastation$of
memory$loss,$the$disease$can$cause$Financial$ruin.$The$cost$of
caring$for$people$with$Alzheimer’s$in$the$United$States$is
estimated$to$be$$220$billion$per$year,$making$it$the$most
expensive$disease.

15 Ways to Prevent Alzheimer’s in 2015
Although$the$numbers$are$shocking,$they$are$not$hopeless.$As
researchers$press$forward$searching$for$a$cure,$they$encourage
people$at$risk$to$make$positive$lifestyle$changes$to$prevent$the
disease$from$gaining$a$foothold.$As$of$now,$prevention$is$the$cure
for$Alzheimer’s.

Here$are$15$things$you$can$do$to$better$your$brain$health$and
work$to$prevent$Alzheimer’s$in$the$new$year:

1.#Learn#a#second#(or#third,#or#fourth)#language.

Aside$from$raising$cultural$awareness$and$expanding$cultural
horizons,$adding$another$language$to$your$vocabulary$may$delay
the$onset$of$Alzheimer’s$by$4$years.

2.#Drink#raw#fruit#and#vegetable#juices.

A$2006$study$from$Vanderbilt$University$found$that$drinking$fruit
and$vegetable$juices$more$than$three$times$a$week$could$cut$the
risk$of$developing$Alzheimer’s$by$76%.

3.#Add#a#vitamin#K#supplement#to#your#diet.

Known$as$“the$forgotten$vitamin,”$vitamin$K$plays$a$crucial$role$in
antiUaging$and$may$prevent$Alzheimer’s.$Because$vitamin$K$is$not
found$in$most$multivitamins$many$people$consume$it$through
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1$comment$·$2$weeks$ago

Interested$in$becoming$an
author$for
Alzheimers.net?$Find$out
more$here!

Visit$our$nutrition$and
health$board$for$more!

green$leafy$vegetables$or$a$vitamin$K$supplement.

4.#Reduce#stress.

Many$studies$have$linked$anxiety$with$the$development$of
Alzheimer’s,$especially$in$people$who$are$already$at$risk$for$the
disease.$A$recent$study$showed$that$people$who$had$mild
cognitive$impairment$and$reported$high$levels$of$anxiety$were
135%$more$likely$to$develop$Alzheimer’s.

5.#Commit#to#regular#exercise.

Regular$exercise$may$preserve$hippocampal$volume$which$is$the
First$part$of$the$brain$attacked$by$Alzheimer’s.$Good$exercise
choices$including$walking$briskly,$dancing,$swimming,$cycling
and$even$gardening.

6.#Laugh#more.

Researchers$have$found$that$laughter$is$more$than$good$for$the
soul.$Playing,$laughing,$and$being$active$helps$to$engage$the$brain,
grow$new$brain$cells,$and$ultimately$prevent$Alzheimer’s.

7.#Run#15#miles#per#week.

Logging$at$least$15$miles$per$week$may$reduce$your$risk$of
Alzheimer’s$by$40%$according$to$a$new$study.

8.#Consume#more#fruits.

A$study$completed$early$in$2014$showed$that$fruits$containing$a
compound$called$Fisetin$has$Alzheimer’s$Fighting$properties.
Commonly$found$in$strawberries$and$mangos,$Fisetin$has$antiU
inFlammatory$properties$that$effectively$combated$the$onset$of
Alzheimer’s$in$mice.

9.#Make#time#for#meditation.
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Logging$at$least$15$miles$per$week$may$reduce$your$risk$of
Alzheimer’s$by$40%$according$to$a$new$study.

8.#Consume#more#fruits.

A$study$completed$early$in$2014$showed$that$fruits$containing$a
compound$called$Fisetin$has$Alzheimer’s$Fighting$properties.
Commonly$found$in$strawberries$and$mangos,$Fisetin$has$antiU
inFlammatory$properties$that$effectively$combated$the$onset$of
Alzheimer’s$in$mice.

9.#Make#time#for#meditation.

Quieting$your$mind$may$be$more$important$than$you$might$think
in$Alzheimer’s$prevention.$A$study$from$2013$showed$that
people$who$performed$meditation$and$yoga$had$less$brain
atrophy$than$those$who$did$not.$Meditation$can$increase
protective$tissue$in$the$brain,$can$help$seniors$feel$less$stressed
and$reduces$the$hormone$cortisol,$which$has$been$known$to
increase$the$risk$of$developing$dementia.

10.#Eat#more#Pish.

Fish$is$high$in$omegaU3$fatty$acids$which$can$control$blood
clotting,$build$cell$membranes$in$the$brain,$protect$against$heart
disease,$protect$against$brain$atrophy$and$slow$Alzheimer’s$and
dementia.

11.#Quit#smoking.

A$report$from$October$2014$from$the$World$Health$Organization
found$that$smokers$have$a$45%$higher$risk$of$developing
dementia$than$nonUsmokers$and$also$claimed$that$14%$of$all
dementia$cases$could$possibly$be$attributed$to$smoking.

12.#Adopt#a#Mediterranean#diet.

Following$a$Mediterranean$diet$high$in$Fish,$chicken,$olive$oil$and
other$foods$high$in$omegaU3s,$may$improve$cognition$and$lower
the$risk$of$cognitive$decline.

13.#Learn#early#Alzheimer’s#symptoms.

Early$detection$is$the$key$to$slowing$the$progression$of
Alzheimer’s.$Learning$and$recognizing$symptoms$as$they$First
appear$means$that$more$treatment$options$are$available.$Early
signs$and$symptoms$of$Alzheimer’s$can$include$losing$track$of
dates,$vision$problems$and$trouble$completing$familiar$tasks.

14.#Sleep#better.
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appear$means$that$more$treatment$options$are$available.$Early
signs$and$symptoms$of$Alzheimer’s$can$include$losing$track$of
dates,$vision$problems$and$trouble$completing$familiar$tasks.

14.#Sleep#better.

Lack$of$sleep$has$been$linked$to$a$myriad$of$health$problems
including$stress$and$increased$cortisol,$both$of$which$are$risk
factors$for$Alzheimer’s.$In$addition,$a$wasteUdraining$system$that
clears$the$brain$of$betaUamyloid$is$more$active$while$we$sleep.

15.#Limit#sugar#intake.

Diabetes$has$been$closely$linked$to$Alzheimer’s$with$some
researchers$even$calling$the$disease$a$third$type$of$diabetes.
Manage$sugar$intake$and$blood$sugar$levels$to$keep$your$brain
healthy.

Do$you$have$a$resolution$to$reduce$your$risk$of$dementia$this$year?
What$will$you$do$to$prevent$Alzheimer’s$in$2015?$Share$your
thoughts$in$the$comments$below.

Related#Articles:

Better$Alzheimer’s$Prevention$with$Early$Detection
Resolve$to$Prevent$Alzheimer’s$in$2014
Program$to$Reverse$Memory$Loss$Targets$Lifestyle

Please leave your thoughts and comments
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Some 80% of the sample predicted by the biomarker combination to go on to develop
abnormal memory problems truly went on to develop them, while 20% would have been
classified as a false negative. The algorithm, 75% of the time, correctly predicted who
wouldn’t go on to develop memory problems.

The six measures in the algorithm included a genetic assessment of whether an
individual had a variant of the ApoE4 gene, two memory tests, the level of a protein
called tau found in the cerebrospinal fluid and MRI measurements of two brain regions.

The presentation generated a flurry of questions in the audience of several hundred
researchers and clinicians, including one would called it an “amazing, amazing study.”
Pittsburgh’s Dr. Klunk praised the researchers as well for carrying out the cumbersome
study.

Other work presented Sunday at the conference showed advances on other biomarkers,
including a saliva-based test.

Dr. Klunk said identifying more Alzheimer’s-related biomarkers is helpful because each
biomarker is like another item in the toolbox. “You wouldn’t want to have just one tool,”
he said.

Write to Shirley S. Wang at shirley.wang@wsj.com
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WASHINGTON—New data from a long-term study presented Sunday at a major
Alzheimer’s disease conference suggest that a battery of well-known memory, brain-
imaging and biological measures could help predict whether an individual without
apparent memory problems will develop the disease within six years.

Researchers and drug companies are keenly interested in biological markers of
Alzheimer’s that can predict, long before clinical symptoms show up, who may develop
the progressive memory disease. In recent years, it has become increasingly evident
that Alzheimer’s-related changes in the brain begin at least 10 to 15 years or more before
people show signs of detectable memory loss.

Such biomarkers could help drug companies select the most appropriate patients for
experimental drug trials, and if medicines that slow down the course of disease become
available, help identify patients and get them into treatment earlier, according to
William Klunk, a psychiatry professor at the University of Pittsburgh, who wasn’t
involved with the work but who has developed a popular Alzheimer’s biomarker.

On Sunday, Marilyn Albert, director of the Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center at
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, presented results from one of the largest and longest
studies of cognitively normal individuals at the Alzheimer’s Association International
Conference in Washington, D.C.

The study, called Biocard, followed 189 people from as early as 1995, for an average of
eight years. All the individuals began the study without memory problems, but three-
quarters had family members who had been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. Over the years,
60 participants went on to develop either mild cognitive impairment or Alzheimer’s,
said Dr. Albert.

The participants completed a battery of memory tests and brain scans and had samples
of cerebrospinal fluid tested at various points over the years.

No single biomarker alone was sufficient to predict an individual’s risk of progression,
so the research team set out to determine if a combination of factors might, said Dr.
Albert.

Using statistical analysis, the team determined an algorithm of six biomarkers taken
together predicted the likelihood that an individual would progress to Alzheimer’s, but
further validation of the test on a different sample of people is necessary, said Dr. Albert.

This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-ready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or customers visit
http://www.djreprints.com.
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New saliva test may catch Alzheimer's

disease early

 Updated 8:19 PM ET, Mon July 20, 2015
By Liza Lucas, Special to CNN

   

Story highlights

A saliva test that could predict Alzheimer's early
is introduced at the 2015 Alzheimer's
Association International Conference

The saliva test must be further validated in a
larger, more diverse population

Experts say we will need an easy-to-use,
affordable detection option once a cure or drug
treatment becomes available

(CNN)— A test detecting Alzheimer's disease early may

become easily available thanks to one plentiful bodily

substance: saliva, a recently released study shows.

The saliva test was presented at the 2015 Alzheimer's

Association International Conference in Washington this

week. Though research is still in its infancy, the saliva test

represents the exciting future of diagnostic tools in

development for the detection of the neurodegenerative

disease.

While doctors are currently able to see the difference

between a healthy brain and one affected by Alzheimer's,

the study emphasizes the importance of detecting

Alzheimer's-like changes early.

"As the field has continued to mature over the last decade

or so, we now have research and evidence that suggests

that the underlying biology of Alzheimer's disease is

changing a decade or more before someone experiences

How Alzheimer's destroys the brain 01:38

 

Researchers present a new study which
show biomarkers in saliva may indicate
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Early signs that drug 'may delay
Alzheimer's decline'
By James Gallagher
Health editor, BBC News website

The first details of how a drug could slow the pace of brain decline for
patients with early stage Alzheimer's disease have emerged.

Data from pharmaceutical company Eli Lilly suggests its solanezumab drug can cut
the rate of the dementia's progression by about a third.
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A reanalysis of the cognition scores of the patients with mild Alzheimer's suggested
taking the drug had cut the rate of the disease's progression by about 34%.

The implication is that the amount of cognitive decline normally seen in 18 months
would take 24 months with the drug.

In the extension of the original trial, all of the 1,000-plus mild Alzheimer's patients
participating were given solanezumab.

So, at the end of the extension, half of them had been taking the drug for three and
a half years while the other half had been taking it for two years.

The latest data shows those taking solanezumab for the longest time still had better
scores of cognitive function.

This suggests the course of the disease was being slowed.

If the patients' brains had continued to decline at the normal pace and the drug had
been merely helping with symptoms, then all of the patients participating in the
extension of the original trial - whether they had been taking solanezumab for three
and a half or two years - would have had similar scores of cognitive function.
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Characteristics of participants who were likely to drop out in previous RCTs include
race other than white, less than high school education, and being unmarried (that is,
having an adult child or child-in-law as a study partner). Biases in retention make it
challenging to generalize results to the general population.

Sites

The most straightforward approach to improving the rate of enrollment is to increase
the number of AD trial sites. AD trials have become increasingly global, enrolling from
multiple countries and continents within single studies. Global studies have concerns
in terms of heterogeneity of the pool of participants and differences in individual regu-
latory agencies and practices of clinical trial approval in clinically normal subject
populations.94

Analyses suggest that all sites vary in important ways. Participants recruited to
commercial trial sites (as opposed to academic sites) were at increased risk to drop
out, influencing the quality of data collected.95 To plan the recruitment of adequate
subject populations for these trials, it is necessary to better understand the pool of
eligible patients and the capabilities of the sites for sustained and meaningful engage-
ment with their preclinical AD populations.

Box 1
Categories of medications to be considered for treatment of predementia population

Neurotransmitter therapies

! Cholinergic

! Nicotinergic

! Serotonergic

! Cannabinoid

! Histaminergic

! Phosphodiesterase inhibition

Protein-related therapies

! Antiamyloid

! Tau related

! TDP-43 related

Cellular processes

! Anti-inflammatory

! Antioxidant

! Mitochondrial

! Peroxisome proliferator–activated receptor (PPAR) agonists

! Synaptic maintenance

! Myelin maintenance

Restoration

! Growth factors

! Stem cells

! Synaptic enhancement
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CLINICAL TRIALS

Dementia is rapidly increasing as the global population ages and is projected to make
an enormous impact on all societies. AD is the most common form of dementia,
accounting for 60% to 80% of cases. The world Alzheimer Report in 2009 estimated
the number of people globally with dementia as 35.6 million, and epidemiologic
studies indicate that this number is expected to nearly double every 20 years, to
65.7 million in 2030 and 115.4 million in 2050.1 The worldwide costs of dementia
(US $604 billion in 2010) amount to more than 1% of global gross domestic product.2
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KEY POINTS

! Effective disease-modifying treatments before the onset of clinical dementia are being
considered in a new generation of Alzheimer disease (AD) clinical trials.

! The rationale is to intervene before irreversible cognitive deficits.

! New consensus diagnosis of preclinical AD and identifying at-risk asymptomatic individ-
uals are key for reliable targeting of clinical trials.

! Biomarker outcomes in parallel groups are an advantageous model for trial design in this
population.

! Novel trial designs, outcome measures, and therapeutic agents are being developed for
this population.

! Economic impact of targeting preclinical population is important to consider in developing
these clinical trials.

! Integrating clinical, molecular, imaging, and genetic biomarkers and cognitive, functional,
and neuropsychiatric variables with small effect sizes over a large trial population to obtain
replicable findings are a challenge in clinical trials in preclinical AD.
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Major NIH Research Grants awarded 
to  

BU ADC Investigators 
•  Ann McKee MD 
UO1: CTE and Posttraumatic Neurodegeneration: Neuropathology and Ex Vivo 
Imaging 
•  Bob Stern PhD 
U01: Detect, Define and Measure the Progression of Chronic Traumatic 
Encephalopathy  
•  Benjamin Wolozin, M.D., Ph.D. (Zenith award) 
Stress Granules and the Biology of TDP-43 
•  Wendy Wei Qiao Qiu, M.D., Ph.D. 
Plasma Amylin, Cognitive Function and Brain Imaging in the Framingham Heart 
Study 
•  Sudha Seshadri MD 
AD Gene Discovery: Exome Chip, New Endophenotypes & Functional Studies in 
CHARGE  
•  Jesse Mez, MD (K 23 award) 
Genetic and Neuropsychological Heterogeneity in Alzheimer's Disease  
•  Lindsay Farrer PhD 
Alzheimer Disease Genetic Architecture in African Americans 
 
 
 
 
 



Recent Research Grants funded  
by AA to BU ADC investigators 

•  Rhoda Au, Ph.D 
Framingham Cognitive Aging Study: Impact of Vascular Metabolic Risk Factors 
•  Thor Stein, M.D., Ph.D. 
Genetic Risk Factors Underlying Chronic Trauma and AD Pathology 
•  Tsuneya Ikezu, M.D., Ph.D. 
Exosome Pathway as a Novel Therapeutic Target of Tauopathy 
•  Benjamin Wolozin, M.D., Ph.D. (Zenith award) 
It Takes TIA to Tangle: The Role of RN A Binding Proteins in AD 
•  Wendy Wei Qiao Qiu, M.D., Ph.D. 
Setting up a challenge diagnostic test for Alzheimer's disease 
•  Richard Sherva, Ph.D., M.P.H.   
Genetics of Rate of Cognitive Decline in a Clinical Trial of Alzheimer's Disease  
•  Jesse Mez, MD 
New Investigator grant for targeted sequencing in the UNITE football players 
 
 
 


